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The atmosphere can transport large quantities of microplastics and disperse them throughout the globe to locations inaccessible by many other transport mechanisms. Meteorological events have been proven to pick up and transport particulate matter, however, how they influence the transport and deposition of atmospheric microplastics is still poorly understood. Here we present samples of atmospheric fallout collected during Hurricane Larry as it passed over Newfoundland, Canada in September 2021. During the storm peak, $1.13 \times 10^5$ particles m$^{-2}$ day$^{-1}$ were deposited, with a decline in deposition after the storm passed. Back-trajectory modelling and polymer type analysis indicate that those microplastics may have been ocean-sourced as the hurricane traversed the garbage patch of the North Atlantic Gyre. This study identifies the influence of North Atlantic hurricanes on the atmospheric transport and deposition of ocean-sourced microplastics and the possible consequences of increased exposure to microplastics in remote areas.
Microplastic (MP) pollution is a growing environmental and public health concern that has been detected in all environments around the globe\(^1\)–\(^4\) with the risk of causing significant harm to humans, wildlife, and overall ecosystem health, as well as affecting climate processes\(^5\)–\(^10\). MPs are generally sourced in continental regions with high levels of anthropogenic activity and then are transported, primarily by rivers, to oceans\(^11\)–\(^13\). Therefore, most MP research during the last decade has focused on describing the abundance, composition, suspected sources, and impacts of MPs in such environments\(^14\)–\(^19\). Thus, the fate and transport processes of MPs in the atmosphere were not as thoroughly investigated.

Recent studies, however, have determined that the atmosphere may play a crucial role in the transport and deposition of MPs, especially in remote terrestrial regions that have no local source of plastic pollution\(^13\),\(^20\)–\(^23\). Furthermore, it has been shown that the ocean, so far considered a long-term sink for MPs, can also act as a source of plastic pollution, with small MPs escaping from the sea surface into the atmosphere via bubble burst ejection or wave action, allowing for a potentially continuous cycle of transport and deposition of MPs\(^24\). The idea that MPs could be transported through the air as well as by ocean waters has opened a new paradigm in plastic research, questioning for instance how major weather events such as tropical or extratropical storms may affect MP transport pathways, deposition patterns, and amounts. Previous studies have found that intense precipitation can increase the abundance of larger atmospheric MP fallout, while high winds and storm systems can broaden the potential transport distance\(^22\),\(^23\). These observations suggest hurricanes, known for intense precipitation and sustained high winds, could be able to transport MPs across oceans faster than oceanic currents and increase deposition amounts to places that may not receive regular MP deposition from other sources.

Hurricanes in the North Atlantic Ocean usually form off the west coast of Africa, gaining energy as they travel across warm tropical waters and then dissipate over land or colder waters along the east coast of North America. Hurricanes can span hundreds of kilometres in diameter and have winds exceeding 250 km h\(^{-1}\)\(^24\). Such strong winds at ground level have the capability to resuspend large amounts of terrestrial particulate matter, including pollutants, into the atmosphere and transport them, along with particulate matter already in the air, for thousands of kilometres\(^25\),\(^26\). Increased wave activity and strong winds at the sea surface can also resuspend particles entrained in ocean surface waters\(^21\),\(^27\),\(^28\), whereas heavy rains associated with hurricanes wash particles and pollutants out of the atmosphere, depositing them in locations that could be at a far distance from their source\(^29\). This has been demonstrated, for example, by the presence of frozen plankton in ice crystals of cirrus clouds over Oklahoma after Hurricane Nora in 1997\(^30\), or by the elevated levels of air pollutants, including particulate matter (PM\(_2.5\)), after Hurricane Florence struck North Carolina in 2018\(^31\). Consequently, hurricane-driven transport may represent an important mechanism for dispersing MPs to remote locations.

In this study, we investigated the impact of Hurricane Larry on atmospheric MP deposition in the North Atlantic region by collecting air samples from before, during, and after the passage of the hurricane over Newfoundland, Canada, where it made landfall as a Category 1 hurricane on 11 September 2021\(^32\) (Fig. 1). The island of Newfoundland has very low population density (1.4 person km\(^{-2}\))\(^33\), with most of the population living in the provincial capital, St. John’s, leaving the rural areas sparsely inhabited. Due to the limited presence of industries beyond the capital city\(^34\), most rural areas, particularly in the island’s interior, do not possess significant sources of atmospheric MPs. This implies that, apart from coastal and river floodplain regions, the predominant mode for transporting MPs to these remote areas is through the atmosphere. Newfoundland frequently experiences various weather events such as extratropical cyclones, nor’easters, and hurricanes\(^35\),\(^36\). These weather phenomena can exert a considerable influence on the deposition of atmospheric MPs, making Newfoundland an analogue for any remote or sparsely populated mid-latitude terrestrial area that faces extreme atmospheric events. Furthermore, Hurricane Larry followed a track far offshore of the eastern seaboard of the United States and Eastern Canada, maintaining its trajectory over the ocean and traversing the North Atlantic garbage patch before making landfall in Newfoundland\(^37\) (Fig. 1 and Supplementary Fig. 1). Thus, Hurricane Larry presented a unique opportunity to study MP deposition from a hurricane that had not travelled close to any major urban areas in a sparsely populated location with no obvious local point sources of MPs.

**Results and discussion**

**Hurricane Larry.** Hurricane Larry originated offshore the west coast of Africa (11°N, 20°W) on August 30, 2021, as a tropical depression and evolved into a category 3 hurricane on September 4 approximately 1600 km east of the British Leeward Islands before making landfall as a category 1 hurricane at 00:30 September 11 near Great Bona Cove (Newfoundland, Canada, Fig. 1)\(^32\), approximately 130 km west of the sampling location of this study (47°11.05”N, 52°50.33.50”W; Fig. 1). Sample collection commenced the evening of September 9, and ended September 12, 2021, with a new sample being collected every 6 h for a total of 11 composite samples each collected over a 6-h period. The sample location experienced fair-weather conditions prior to the evening of September 10 (samples 1–3), with wind blowing mainly from the south at average speeds <22 km h\(^{-1}\), and gradually increasing leading up to the hurricane (measured at the Cape Race weather station located approximately 60 km south of the sample site; Fig. 2). The duration of true hurricane anticyclonic activity extended from the early evening of September 10 to the morning of September 11 (samples 4, 5, and 6), with a minimum atmospheric pressure of 980 hPa and a maximum sustained wind speed of 109 km h\(^{-1}\) detected at 00:30 on September 11 (during sample 6) at the Cape Race weather station, marking the passing of the eye of the hurricane. Heavy rainfall occurred from 22:00 September 10 to 01:00 September 11, for a recorded total of 9.4 mm at Cape Race (Fig. 2). Wind direction at Cape Race shifted from the southwest during the height of the storm to gentler westerly winds after the hurricane passed (samples 7–11) with speeds between 20 and 50 km h\(^{-1}\). No local measurements of wind speed, direction, or amount of precipitation were possible at the sample location due to a lack of equipment; however, weather data collected at Cape Race (Supplementary Fig. 2), located approximately 60 km SSW of the sample location, generally agrees with the observations made at the sampling site.

**MP deposition.** MPs were consistently detected in all samples, including those taken before (samples 1–3), during (samples 4–6), and after (samples 7–11) Hurricane Larry’s passage over our sampling location. Notably, samples collected during the passage of the hurricane (samples 4 and 6) exhibited the highest concentration of MP particles, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Sample 6, collected shortly after recording the peak wind velocity, reached a maximum MP count of 113,569 ± 29,215 MPs m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) (Fig. 2b). Subsequently, in sample 7, which was collected after the hurricane had passed, there was a marked decline in MP particle counts. During the hurricane, we observed the highest values for total particle counts and numbers of MPs deposited. In addition, while
the amount of MP deposited was relatively similar for pre- and post-hurricane samples (excluding sample 1), the total particle count was on average slightly higher after the hurricane in comparison to before it (Fig. 2). We also found a significant positive correlation between the total particle deposition per day and the average amount of MPs in the samples ($r = 0.97$, $p < 0.05$).

Similar to wind speed, there is an observed upward trend in particle deposition before the hurricane, followed by a decrease immediately after the hurricane, with relatively stable deposition levels afterward. A positive correlation exists between both total particle deposition and MP deposition and the maximum wind speed recorded during the sampling period ($r = 0.61$, 0.68, $p = 0.04$, 0.02, respectively). However, it’s important to note that there is no significant correlation between deposition and minimum wind speed or dominant wind direction during the sample period. Additionally, there is a positive correlation between both total particle deposition and MP deposition and the total amount of rainfall ($r = 0.68$, 0.73, $p = 0.02$, 0.01, respectively). The percentage of particles identified as MP from the total amount of particles deposited remained relatively constant throughout the entire sampling period (Fig. 2c), staying within the range of 20–30%.

The deposited MPs identified in sample 1 were significantly reduced, with only 753 particles m$^{-2}$ d$^{-1}$ (Fig. 2). Furthermore, the percentage of MP in sample 1 was anomalously low at just 2%. Since weather conditions and the total number of particles deposited were relatively similar between sample 1 and sample 2, we decided to treat sample 1 as an anomaly that may be due to human error during collection or analysis, and thus it was excluded from all statistical analyses. The sampling vessel broke due to high winds during sample 6 introducing possible loss of sample, though both MP and total particle deposition were still much higher than other samples.

**Comparison to previous deposition.** Few studies currently exist on atmospheric MP deposition during a storm event. In the South China Sea, a peak deposition of 2014 MPs m$^{-2}$ d$^{-1}$ was obtained during the passage of Typhoon Sinlaku$^{23}$, while 22,608 MPs m$^{-2}$ d$^{-1}$ were detected during monsoon rains in Iran$^{38}$. During the passage of Hurricane Larry over Newfoundland, we recorded a maximum MP count of 113,569 ± 29,215 MPs m$^{-2}$ d$^{-1}$. This is a significantly higher value, particularly when considering that our sampling site was in a remote location whereas the other studies collected samples close to densely populated urban regions$^{23}$ or in an urban centre$^{38}$. These results may indicate that the North Atlantic Ocean was the likely source of such a high concentration of MPs detected in our samples.

Counts of atmospheric MP deposition in remote locations during non-storm conditions typically fell within the range of ca. 500 to 6000 MPs m$^{-2}$ d$^{-1}$$^{1,2,20,39}$. In our investigation, the samples taken before (samples 1–3) and after (samples 7–11) Hurricane Larry’s passage over the sampling site presented an MP count between 700 and 30,000 MPs m$^{-2}$ d$^{-1}$. While these values are comparable, they tend to be higher, and this discrepancy may either suggest that these samples could have been influenced by the hurricane’s winds, given the extensive reach of the storm, or that our study site has inherently higher background MP levels than other locations, possibly due to its proximity to the ocean.

The percentage of MPs relative to total particle deposition (between 20 and 30%) after digestion and density separation agrees with previous studies$^{40,41}$, evidencing that there is an overall increase in atmospheric deposition during storm events and thus highlights how hurricanes can input substantial amounts of MPs to locations that would otherwise most likely experience very little MP deposition. The sample site chosen for this study had no local (within a 100 km radius) sources for MP pollution as it is located in a rural area and received onshore winds, meaning the main mechanism for MP deposition to this area is likely to be atmospheric fallout. Hurricanes affect a much larger area than just where the eye hits so increased deposition would be expected on a regional scale.

So far, Newfoundland has rarely experienced hurricanes greater than Category 1, such as Hurricane Larry. However, the warming of the North Atlantic Ocean due to anthropogenic
climate change is expected not only to increase the intensity, duration, and frequency of hurricanes but also to promote a northward shift in their trajectory, thus posing remote areas at higher latitudes at increasing risk of atmospheric plastic pollution. This study does not only evidence this risk for the first time but also provides a baseline to evaluate the relation between hurricane intensity and MP fallout for future events.

Particle size, shape, and polymer composition. The limit of quantification for particle size analyzed by Nile red fluorescence was 1.2 µm, set by the filter porosity. The majority (65%) of particles analyzed were of 2–10 µm size (Supplementary Fig. 4). Of the remaining particles analyzed, 34% were <2 µm, with particles between 10–20 µm making up only 1% of particles on average. Particles up to 100 µm were found in sample 6; with MPs between 20 and 100 µm accounting for 0.6% of the total particles analyzed in the sample. The largest particles found in all other samples were <40 µm (Supplementary Fig. 5). There was no significant correlation between MP sizes and wind speed or rainfall which was unexpected as previous literature has found larger particles deposited during precipitation; however, there was very little precipitation (<10 mm) over the course of the sampling period including during the peak of the hurricane (Supplementary Table 1).

Most of the particles identified were classified as fragments (Supplementary Fig. 5), with fibres accounting for less than 1% of the total particle count in all samples. This may be due to the small size of the particles, as fibres can break down into smaller pieces that are then classified as fragments. Additionally, dust deposition samplers have been shown to create a deposition shadow wherein there is a decrease in sampler efficiency with increasing wind speed and particle size, as well as a preferential collection of finer particles. The predominant particle sizes during the hurricane were in the same 2–10 µm range of those before and after the hurricane, with a skewed distribution towards smaller sizes. There was a slightly larger proportion of particles between 2 and 10 µm deposited during the hurricane compared to before and after, but not by a statistically significant (p-value = 0.56 > α = 0.05) amount.

Overall, the polymer composition of MPs showed little variation between individual samples (Fig. 3). Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) was the most abundant polymer in most samples ranging between 14 and 26% (Fig. 3), though made up
only 6% of MPs in sample 11 (Supplementary Fig. 6). This sample also had a much larger portion of polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and polyethylene vinyl acetate (PVA) than any other sample. The second most abundant polymer types were acrylic and polyester (PES), which both accounted for 14% of MPs analyzed overall. The distribution of PES MPs was relatively constant throughout the samples, except for samples 2 and 10 which only carried 3% and 7% PES particles, respectively. When comparing conditions before (samples 1–3), during (samples 4–6), and after (samples 7–11) Hurricane Larry, there is little variation in polymer proportions, although the amount of PMMA decreases during the hurricane while PES increases (Fig. 3). Acrylic is present in all samples in different amounts: MPs in sample 1 consist entirely of acrylic, which may indicate possible contamination (Supplementary Fig. 7), while acrylic particles in samples 2 represent 22% of the total, and 17% in samples 6 and 9. The proportion of nylon/polyamide (PA) was highest in samples collected during the hurricane, accounting for 7% of particles in samples 4–6 and only 3% of MPs in pre- and post-hurricane samples (Fig. 3). We found there was a positive correlation between the average MP deposition and the proportion of nylon/PA in a sample \((r = 0.71, p = 0.01)\). There is a noticeably lower proportion of polysulphone (PLS) in samples 1 and 2 (0% and 6%, respectively), while PLS is one of the more dominant polymer types in all the other samples with the proportion of PLS MPs increasing throughout the entire sampling period.

**Back-trajectory modelling.** Back-trajectory modeling performed with HYSPLIT version 5.246,47 was used to determine possible entrainment points and pathways of air parcels that passed over the sampling site during the investigated time interval (Fig. 4). Any elevation under 1000 m above surface level is deemed to act as an entrainment point for MPs21 as vertical mixing transports MPs lifted off the surface throughout the air column up to 1000 m48. Once entrained in the atmosphere, MPs in the size range investigated in this study (<100 μm) have an atmospheric lifetime of over 48 h49, which is consistent with the length of the time window chosen for the back-trajectory analysis. The model shows that within 48 h of arriving at the sample location, a significant fraction of air parcels passed over the North Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 4), and thus possible entrainment points are from the marine environment (Fig. 5). The model also shows that some possible entrainment points are over the continent, particularly for samples 7 to 9 (Fig. 5). Nonetheless, the absence of a significant difference in polymer type and size distribution in samples 7 to 9 in comparison to the other samples with potential entrainment points over the ocean strongly indicates that the ocean remains the predominant source of microplastics in these particular samples. Sample 1 was not included in the analysis since it was considered contaminated.

Before and during the hurricane, most of the potential entrainment points were to the southwest and southeast of both the hurricane track and the sampling location, over the North Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 5), as indicated by the dominant wind directions during these periods (Fig. 2). After the hurricane passed, the potential entrainment points shifted to the west of the sample location, following the dominant wind directions (Fig. 2). Within 48 h of reaching the sample site, the air parcels generally have an elevation of <1000 m (Supplementary Fig. 8). Air parcels arriving after the hurricane, however, are generally at higher elevations, reaching over 2000 m (Supplementary Fig. 8). These air parcels also travelled for longer distances (>1000 km) in 48 h, crossing the provinces of Quebec and New Brunswick (Fig. 5). Air parcels leading up to the hurricane had the shortest transport distance between possible entrainment points and the sample site (20–35 km, see Supplementary Table 1) and were generally at lower elevations (Supplementary Table 1). Potential entrainment
points for pre-hurricane samples were mostly over the ocean, with only a few and low frequency trajectories crossing parts of Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island (Fig. 5). Air parcels arriving during the hurricane have potential entrainment points over or close to the North Atlantic garbage patch (see location in Fig. 1) within the 48-h backwards time step, with the sample 6 model showing entrainment points through the middle of the garbage patch (Fig. 5).

Statistical analysis shows there is no significant correlation between the distance to the closest possible entrainment point and MP abundance ($r = 0.53, p = 0.11$; Supplementary Fig. 10). Also, no significant correlation exists between the size distribution of MP particles found in the samples and the distance from possible entrainment points and between the average distance the air masses travelled and the dominant polymer type in a sample. In pre-hurricane samples, the possible entrainment points are tightly packed together and are mostly within a 500 km radius. Conversely, possible entrainment points during and after the hurricane are spread over a much larger area, with some entrainment points >3000 km away from the sampling location (Fig. 5). Possible entrainment points have the greatest range in distance for sample 6, which also had the highest numbers of total particle and MP deposition. Air parcel trajectories for post-hurricane samples were all relatively similar, with on average higher frequencies per grid square, while trajectories for samples collected during the hurricane have a greater spread and are more variable (Fig. 5). For this model, estimated total error ranges between 15 and 30% of the travel distance and is largely due to inaccuracies in the meteorological fields (wind speed and direction) used to drive the HYSPLIT model. However, the calculated back-trajectories only represent the centerline of a dispersing plume of emitted material, and so, a trajectory does not have to pass directly over an entrainment point for emissions from that point to have impacted the sample. A sensitivity analysis was also performed by starting the model from different elevations, showing there was relatively little variation by changing this parameter (Supplementary Fig. 9).

Source of MP. Hurricane Larry followed a northward trajectory over the northwest Atlantic Ocean, with the eye of the hurricane staying several hundred kilometres offshore of the east coast of North America until making landfall (Fig. 1). This implies that the hurricane did not pass over any highly polluted urban terrestrial areas, which are considered a source of airborne MPs, before hitting the sample site, which is also far from urban areas. Hurricane Larry did pass over the North Atlantic garbage patch in the Sargasso Sea, where concentrations of up to 580,000 MP particles/km² in surface waters have been estimated previously. Additionally, Hurricane Larry passed over the Labrador Current, which brings waters from the Arctic Ocean, where studies have found concentrations up to 282 MPs ($>50 \mu m$) m⁻³ in subsurface (7 m depth) waters. Considering the abundance of MPs in surface waters in Hurricane Larry’s path and (associated regions of extreme meteorological conditions) and the back-trajectory calculations, it is highly likely that the high amounts of MPs found in all the samples were sourced predominantly from those marine environments (Fig. 4). Although calculations are uncertain, previous studies have estimated that the ocean is the most dominant source for the atmospheric limb of the global MP cycle.

In samples 2–11, the most dominant polymer type is PMMA, which accounts for a maximum of 26% of the total MPs. This polymer type is often used in marine industrial activities because of its resistance to biofouling from algae or marine bacteria. Nylon/PA is commonly used in fishing gear such as nets, providing further evidence in addition to the back-trajectory models that the MPs found in the samples were likely sourced from the ocean. PLS is a highly resistant thermoplastic used as a substitute for glass or metal by some industries, such as offshore petroleum production, which is present in the region affected by Hurricane Larry. The abundance of PLS in these samples can be linked to such activities. A major source of acrylic and PES MPs is synthetic fibres from clothing, with abundances of these polymers generally high in wastewater effluent, meaning these particles were likely sourced on land and transported to the ocean before being resuspended into the atmosphere. The diversity of polymer types in these samples shows that the MPs did not come from one source. Even though the back-trajectory calculations show that the particles may have been entrained over a large area, there is not much change in the proportions of each polymer type across these distributions, likely indicating that MPs in the samples were picked up from the ocean where there is a relatively even distribution of polymers, as most MP in the marine environment are sourced on land and are transported throughout the ocean indiscriminately.

Strong hurricane winds have the potential to increase quantities of MPs picked up from the ocean by amplifying bubble injection and wave exchange processes. The MPs entrained in the hurricane are then able to be transported far distances through the atmosphere, and as the hurricane weakens...
over land or colder waters, the MP suspended by the storm are deposited. There is also potential for hurricanes to alter the normal trajectory of MP through the atmosphere and transport them further than in fair-weather conditions. Our back-trajectory model indicates that there were potential entrainment points of MP within a 100 km radius (Fig. 5), with the closest potential entrainment point (sample 1) located approximately 20 km away from the sampling location (Supplementary Table 1). However, the air masses did not pass over areas that could be considered a source of MPs. This study is the first demonstration of a hurricane as a mechanism for large-scale transport and deposition of MPs to a remote area.

**Potential effects of atmospheric plastic pollution.** The recognition that hurricanes may have the potential to disperse and deposit large amounts of MPs is concerning as there are several effects on the local environment. The toxic chemicals added to polymers, such as endocrine-disrupting phthalates, can leach directly into ecosystems affecting the organisms living there. Additionally, MPs can act as transport vectors for contaminants such as heavy metals and viruses, carrying them between ecosystems or into humans.

Studies have found that ingestion of MPs by biota such as zooplankton in aquatic ecosystems, both marine and freshwater, can lead to significantly decreased algal feeding and therefore decreased function and health of the organism. This may have adverse effects on higher trophic levels, though there is a current lack of data on the bioaccumulation of MPs. Newfoundland has many lakes with limited riverine input or output, and thus MPs deposited in these lakes are likely to stay for a long time, affecting micro- and potentially macro-organisms. Potential ingestion of MPs by microorganisms in soils and other terrestrial environments poses the same threat as to those in aquatic environments, though there is currently significantly less research conducted on terrestrial biota than marine. MPs in both aquatic and terrestrial environments could negatively impact biodiversity in relatively undisturbed ecosystems not only across Newfoundland, but also in other locations that experience major storms. Increasing deposition of MPs in rural areas may also affect the humans living there as drinking water, sourced from wells fed by groundwater, may become contaminated with MPs. The sizes of MPs found in this study were small enough to be transported through pores of sandy or silty sediment, meaning they are able to be transported by groundwater, and may enter aquifers through deposition into and subsequent leaching from lakes or soils. Due to their small size and because they are already airborne, atmospheric MPs can enter organisms, including humans, also through respiration, the health consequences of which are still largely unknown. Consequently, large-scale deposition of MPs from hurricanes may have severe consequences as it increases the exposure to atmospheric plastic pollution also in remote locations with otherwise good air quality.

While there are many concerns about MP for individual organisms and ecosystems, there is also the potential for large-scale effects of atmospheric MPs on climate. Airborne MPs have the ability to affect radiative forcing, meaning they are able to absorb and scatter radiation in the atmosphere. The effect of this forcing may impact global warming or the natural structure and transfer of heat through the atmosphere. MPs also have the potential to adjust cloud formation and therefore affect rainfall patterns. Being able to quantify the concentration of MPs in the atmosphere will also improve climate models determining the effects of atmospheric MPs, especially during events in which there is an elevated number of airborne MPs, such as Hurricane Larry.

**Limitations and future work.** This study was done as a preliminary pilot study aimed at quantifying MPs deposition from a hurricane event. Due to the nature of a hurricane allowing only limited warning of its occurrence and preparedness for the exact flow path of the event before it occurs, we were only able to set up one sampling vessel in one location. Ideally, we’d recommend deploying at least three sampling vessels and investigating at least three locations simultaneously in order to improve the robustness of data for rigorously assessing potential sample contamination using statistical methods and to determine spatial distribution patterns in polymer types and deposition amounts throughout a hurricane event. Unfortunately, we did not have the equipment to measure rainfall at the sample site, so we had to rely on data collected at Cape Race weather station, located approximately 60 km from the sample site. In future studies, we would ideally be able to measure precipitation, wind speed, and wind direction at the sample site. Furthermore, to fully quantify the full potential extent of the impact of future hurricanes on the deposition of MPs, we recommend the continued monitoring of multiple hurricane events, forming at different latitudes with different trajectories and strengths.

The HYSPLIT model—and particularly the meteorological model outputs that are used to drive the HYSPLIT model—used in this study have limitations in reconstructing the complex atmospheric dynamics during a hurricane. This includes the use of air parcel (trajectory) modelling instead of particle modelling due to the overall small size of the particles and since MPs are thought to behave differently to the non-plastic particles for which these models were originally designed. MPs have a larger variety of shapes and are often less spherical and have a much lower mass than non-plastic particles, affecting drag and settling velocity. Since Hurricane Larry was short and intense, a 48-h-long back-trajectory model was used to capture the event, however, it is recognised that a 48-h window might not allow us to reconstruct all of the most distal source locations for some of the samples. Future studies may sample for a longer period pre- and post-hurricane allowing a longer back-trajectory to develop a more complete picture of MP source locations and how they differ between hurricane and fair-weather conditions. Furthermore, future studies may include forward atmospheric fate and transport modelling from entrainment locations—that can be carried out with HYSPLIT and related models—recognising the uncertainties in deposition processes noted above.

**Methods**

**Sample collection.** MP samples were collected in a sterilised 1 m tall glass deposition collector vessel with a 200 mm diameter that was placed on the ground and firmly secured to 3 wooden stakes using black zip ties. Black MPs are difficult to analyse using µRaman spectroscopy and Nile Red fluorescence and were discounted from sample findings to ensure minimised field contamination of the samples. The vessel was situated at the centre of a clearing, approximately 100 metres from the coast. The clearing presented an area with a higher elevation than the surrounding area, unobstructed by trees, houses, or other structures. Bulk deposition samples were collected every 6 h commencing September 9 and ending September 12, resulting in a total of 11 samples. The 6 hourly sample duration was selected due to the hazardous nature of collecting deposition samples during the hurricane, acknowledging that hourly samples would have been preferable. The site was selected due to its accessibility, proximity to the coast, and remoteness. It was relatively remote and surrounded on 3 sides by ocean, ensuring there were no direct local point sources of MPs.

At the beginning of each sampling period, the sampling vessel was filled with 100 mL Milli-Q water, and the relative wind speed...
and approximate direction were recorded. Since an anemometer was not available, wind speed was recorded using the Beaufort scale, and wind direction was based on visual cues. After 6 h, the contents of the vessel were decanted into a sterilised glass jar. The sides of the deposition collector vessel were rinsed three times with an additional 100 mL Milli-Q into the jar\(^41\). The jar was then firmly shut, labelled, and wrapped in aluminium foil ready for transport back to the laboratory. Field blanks (\(n = 3\)) were created following sample protocol for the first, middle, and last samples to account for contamination during sample collection. Precise separation between wet and dry deposition was not possible during the hurricane due to safety concerns so samples were labelled as bulk deposition. Sample contamination was minimised by taking extra precautions both during sample collection and sample analysis. The sample collection vessel was always approached from downwind and rinsed three times with Milli-Q at the end of each sampling period into the jar with the sample. The jars were wrapped in aluminium foil and paper and stored upright in a cardboard box. They were also transported upright and stored in a 4 °C fridge until lab analysis could begin. Field blanks were created as full process control blanks that went through all the same steps as the samples. Blanks were also created during laboratory MPs extraction, plus positive controls of spiked samples, to account for potential contamination and sample loss during processing. Glassware was used during both sample collection and analysis. Glassware was rinsed three times with Milli-Q and covered with aluminium foil after every use and between samples.

### Laboratory sample preparation and analysis

Samples were transported to a dedicated MP analysis laboratory where they were digested to remove organic material, density separated for sediment and mineral particulate removal and then filtered onto aluminium oxide filters. Surfaces were cleaned with a paper towel and Milli-Q then covered in aluminium foil every week, while the entire laboratory underwent a thorough cleaning with Milli-Q each week. During digestion, sample temperatures were consistently checked to ensure the samples remained under 50 °C so as to not damage any plastic particles. The volume of each sample was recorded prior to any sample preparation activities and samples were analysed in triplicate. Samples were filtered onto 1.2 µm Whatman glass fibre filters (GF/C, 47 mm diameter) and the filtered residual material was digested using 30% w/w hydrogen peroxide (\(\text{H}_2\text{O}_2\)) in sterilised, covered borosilicate glass test tubes at 50 °C (dry block) for 48 h. Samples were then vacuum filtered (1.2 µm pore GF/C 47 mm diameter filters) and the remaining material was placed into density separation flasks with 1.6 g cm\(^{-3}\) zircon chloride solution (\(\text{ZnCl}_2\)) for a further 48 h. The suspended particles in \(\text{ZnCl}_2\) (upper ½ of the density separation flask) were then filtered onto 25 mm diameter aluminium oxide filters in preparation for µRaman analysis. All filters were stored individually in 50 mm diameter sterilised aluminium containers to minimise sample contamination.

All samples were analysed using µRaman spectroscopy followed by Nile Red fluorescence microscopy. MP particle counts and polymer composition results are derived directly from µRaman analysis (Supplementary Data 1), with fluorescence microscopy providing the particle size distribution results (Supplementary Data 2). µRaman analysis was undertaken using a Renshaw InVia spectrometer with a 780 nm wavelength laser, 1200 gr mm\(^{-1}\) grating, and using up to 25% power (filter). Spectra were collected over 200–3000 cm\(^{-1}\) using a minimum of 5 acquisitions of 10 s. Filters were analysed using the sub-sampling method presented in Huppertsberg and Knepper\(^70\) to ensure a representative 25% of each filter was analysed (\(n = 2873\) particles). µRaman spectra for each particle were then individually analysed using Spectragryth, the SLOPP, SLOPPE, Simple\(^71–73\) and inhouse reference libraries to identify if each particle was plastic and the respective polymer type. Only spectra with an 80% or greater accuracy were considered and counted as plastic polymers to ensure a conservative approach to the analysis was undertaken. Each filter was analysed three times to calculate an average count and an error of one standard deviation (1σ). The Limit of Quantification (LoQ) for this analysis (and the subsequent fluorescent analysis) was set to 1.2 µm, acknowledging that the limit of detection for µRaman is lower than this (1 µm).

After completion of µRaman analysis, all samples underwent fluorescent microscopy for particle size distribution assessment (necessary due to the limited clarity of µRaman visuals and the absence of particle finder software within the µRaman setup). Filters were dyed using 0.1 µg mL\(^{-1}\) Nile Red solution (powder dissolved in 99% pure ethanol (Sigma Aldrich), prefiltred through 1.2 µm GF/C filter), air dried overnight in a 30 °C oven (covered in sterilised foil to minimise sample contamination), and then placed in a dark, 4 °C fridge prior to analysis. Fluorescence microscopy was completed using an OMAX microscope and imaged using the AmScope MU500 camera and software, with 5% of the sample assessed and the images analysed using Fiji (Image)\(^74\). Particles were classified as fragments or fibres, with fibres defined as particles with at least a 3:1 length-to-width ratio\(^44\).

### Back-trajectory modelling

Back-trajectory modelling was carried out with the HYbrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) model version 5.2 using Global Data Assimilation System GDAS 1-degree archived global meteorology data (https://www.ready.noaa.gov/gdas1.php). Models were run for 48 h in backward mode from a starting elevation of half the planetary boundary layer (~500 m above mean sea level) calculated dynamically by the model at any given starting time above the sampler. The mid-boundary-layer starting height was chosen as it best represents the source of air in the well-mixed planetary boundary layer above the sampler. As a sensitivity test we ran back-trajectory simulations from a starting elevation of one-quarter and three-quarters of the planetary boundary layer and the results were not significantly influenced (see Supplementary Fig. 9). The hourly endpoints from each trajectory were summed over a 1-degree grid, and the gridded frequencies were calculated as the number of endpoints in a given grid square divided by the total number of endpoints in all of the trajectories being considered (see Supplementary Note 4). A new trajectory simulation was run for every hour within the sampling period, resulting in 66 individual trajectories, which were then mapped using Esri (ArcMap 10.4). We judged that any air parcels within 1000 m of the surface as possible entrainment points, as this lower section of the atmosphere experiences sufficient vertical mixing to transport MPs from the surface throughout this section of the air column relatively quickly\(^48\).

### Blanks, positive controls, and contamination mitigation

The field blanks were managed and assessed as full process blanks, representing not only the potential field contamination but also any sample contamination due to laboratory sample preparation and analysis. Spiked samples were also prepared and processed as positive controls to quantify analysis efficiency and accuracy. Sample blank and spike corrections were applied to MP counts from both Raman spectroscopy and Nile Red fluorescence analyses. Sample analysis was carried out in a clean laboratory outfitted with HEPA filters and restricted access, with all persons in
the laboratory required to wear 100% cotton clothing and laboratory coats. All processing steps were done under a laminar flow fume hood using glassware, while all liquids used, including chemicals and Nile red, were prefiltered using a filter of the same porosity used in sample filtration (1.2 μm GF/C filter).
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